Doomsday Engine - Bug #1808
New sprites in addons do not work
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Description
If a sprite doesn't have the same name as one of the original games sprites, Dday doesn't render it in game (it displays a mobj
shadow as if it is rendered though).
The 'listtextures' console command shows the sprites as being loaded/read by Dday.
I attach three files, for Heretic E1M1, as a test. The single room example map features a simple custom bad guy and the original
games barrel mobj.
The bad guy uses sprites with a new name while the barrel uses one of the same sprites as a replacement of the barrels original
sprite. The bad guy is invisible in game while the barrel displays.
History
#1 - 2014-05-20 10:43 - skyjake
Is this with the latest build? Is there an older build where this worked correctly?
#2 - 2014-05-20 11:20 - vermil
Well, I was testing in the latest unstable.
I actually pulled the graphics from one of my old pk3 based mods; when I run said mod with Dday, the sprites display fine. But if I extract the wad from
my pk3 and use it by it'self (edited or not), Dday seems to no longer displays the sprites.
#3 - 2014-05-21 21:30 - vermil
I've just made an all new graphics containing wad and the issue still occurs.
So it doesn't seem related to my specific wad potentially being corrupted.
#4 - 2014-05-21 21:32 - vermil
One thing I have noticed though, is that when the (suitable) new sprites are used on hud weapons, Dday doen't simply not render them, rather it
actually crashes with this error message, when a hud weapon tries to display a sprite in question.
Loop: Uncaught exception during loop iteration:
[MissingResourceError] (ResourceSystem::spriteSet) Invalid sprite id -1
^ : Application terminated due to exception:
#5 - 2014-05-24 12:01 - vermil
I've now given my mod files a kludged go in Doom (my files are for a Heretic mod) and the same issues occur; sprites that are named the same as
original sprites in the loaded game are fine.
But sprites with new names either don't display (mobj) or crash Doomsday (new weapons) with the above error.
I've tried Doom format lumps and in wad PNG's also.
#6 - 2014-05-26 21:13 - danij
- Subject changed from sprites with new names not displaying to New sprites in addons do not work
- Category set to Redesign
- Priority changed from Normal to High
#7 - 2014-05-26 21:14 - danij
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It would appear this is a game startup order issue. The reason the sprite does not appear is because it is missing in the DED sprite names database
at the time the sprite numbers are assigned to state_ts in Def_Read().
This works fine for sprite names which are already known because they are defined by the old Sprite (name) definition mechanism (which the built-in
definitions use).
However, "extra" sprites in addons don't automatically receive an entry in the DED sprite name database. ResourceSystem::initSprites() tries to
account for this by automatically assigning an unused index to any extra sprites it encounters. This happens too late for the state_t setup which
happens after Def_Read()
Note that there are several further issues with the sprite names database, particularly regarding DEHACKED. This whole mechanism needs
rethinking.
#8 - 2015-07-07 07:58 - danij
- Assignee set to danij
- Target version set to 2.0 – Home UI & Packages
#9 - 2016-07-05 23:46 - skyjake
- Status changed from New to Progressed
#10 - 2016-10-15 21:45 - skyjake
- Target version changed from 2.0 – Home UI & Packages to Modding
#11 - 2019-11-29 23:06 - skyjake
- Assignee deleted (danij)
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